
Maths
As Mathematicians, we will be looking at division using a both written 

and mental methods. We will also be looking at dividing when there 

is a remainder. We will start by dividing single digit numbers and 

will work up to dividing 3 digit number! Finally, we will apply what 

we have learnt to multiplication and division word problems. 

English
We will begin our unit writing a defeating the monster tale based on 

the story ‘Jack and the beanstalk’. We will be innovating and writing 

our version of the story. From this, we will be writing a newspaper 

report focusing on the monster in the story. 

Reading
We will be working on developing our comprehension and reading 

skills, looking at a range of texts and answering a range of 

question types e.g. inference, literal and sequencing. RE
In RE, we will focusing on the topic ‘What do we know about 

Jesus’. 

PSHE/RSHE 
In PSHE, our topic is ‘Differences’. We will introduce the concept of 

gender and gender stereotypes. We will identify the differences 

between male and females and understand how this is part of the 

lifecycle. 

Biome in a box
Children will investigate a range of biomes and use this as a stimulus to write a newspaper report. In Science, 

children will learn about nutrition and the roles of a skeleton. In Geography, children will investigate different 

biomes. In Art, children will create a collage to represent a biome. In D&T, children will use a range of mechanical 

systems to create a ‘biome in a box’. In Computing, children will explore outcomes when giving sequenced 

instructions.

PE
Our PE day in Year 3 is every Monday and Fridays. Please 
ensure your PE is in school and labelled.  In PE, we will be working 

with Burton Albion on Tennis and Athletics. 

Music
As Musicians, we will exploring the topic ‘The human body’ and 

will be doing skeleton dances and songs to teach children about the 

human body. Percussion instruments will be used to improve and 

create word rhythms. 
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